The anomalous concentration of radiocarbon in 774/775 attracted intense discussion on its origin, including the possible extreme solar event(s) exceeding any events in observational history.
sunset" as during sunset or twilight; they considered this sign as a halo display and suggested a solar minimum around 774. However, so far these records have not been discussed in comparison with eyewitness auroral records during the known extreme space-weather events, although they were discussed in relationship with potential extreme events in 774/775. Therefore, we reconstruct the observational details based on the original records in the ASC and philological references, compare them with eyewitness auroral observations during known extreme space-weather events, and consider contemporary solar activity. We clarify the observation was indeed "after sunset", reject the solar halo hypothesis, define the observational time span between 25 March 775 and 25 December 777, and note the parallel halo drawing in 806 in the ASC shown in N15b was not based on the original observation in England. We show examples of eyewitness auroral observations during twilight in known space-weather events, and this celestial sign does not contradict the observational evidence. Accordingly, we consider this event happened after the onset of the event in 774/775, but shows relatively enhanced solar activity, with other historical auroral records in the mid-770s, as also confirmed by the Be data from ice cores.
Introduction
The anomalous concentration of 14 C in 774/775 in tree-rings (Miyake et al., 2012) called for intensive discussions on its origin. Further surveys were conducted on the concentration of 14 C in tree rings around the world and 10 Be in ice cores from the polar regions, to confirm the spike in 774/775 and also another one in 993/994 (Miyake et al., 2013 (Miyake et al., , 2015 Usoskin and Kovaltsov, 2012; Usoskin et al., 2013; Jull et al., 2014; Mekhaldi et al., 2015; Sigl et al., 2015; Fogtmann-Schultz et al., 2017; Uusitalo et al., 2018; Büngten et al., 2018) . The origin of these spikes attracted various hypotheses, including a nearby supernova (Allen, 2012) , a gamma ray burst (Pavlov et al., 2013; Hambaryan and Neuhäuser, 2013) , a cometary impact with the Earth (Liu et al., 2014) , and an extreme solar proton event (Thomas et al., 2013; Usoskin et al., 2013; Miyake et al., 2013; Cliver et al., 2014) .
In the surveys of the tree rings and ice cores, the spikes in 774/775 and 993/994 have been confirmed around the world and in both hemispheres, making a cometary impact and a gamma ray burst unlikely (Usoskin et al., 2013; Jull et al., 2014; Miyake et al., 2015) . Mekhaldi et al. (2015) surveyed the data on 10 Be and 36 Cl in both Arctic and Antarctic ice cores and detected spikes not only in 36 Cl but also in 10 Be, and concluded that these spikes were caused not by gamma ray bursts but by solar proton events with a hard spectrum, as also suggested by Usoskin et al. (2013) and Thomas et al. (2013) . For the supernova hypothesis, Dee et al. (2017) examined the 14 C data around the times of the known seven historical supernovae (e.g., Stephenson and Green, 2002) and showed that none of these supernovae have left distinct signals in carbon-14 data.
Had it been caused by an extreme solar proton event (SPE), it would have yielded much more extreme intensity than any other SPE ever observed to generate these anomalies in cosmogenic nuclides (Smart, Shea, and McCracken, 2006; Cliver and Dietrich, 2013; Cliver et al., 2014) . This raised a discussion as to whether a superflare or a series of extreme solar events occurred around 774/775, as in other solar-type stars (Maehara et al., 2012 (Maehara et al., , 2015 Shibayama et al., 2014; Shibata et al., 2013; Notsu et al., 2015a Notsu et al., , 2015b Karoff et al., 2016; Namekata et al., 2017) .
However, this discussion was subject to difficulty caused by the lack of contemporary instrumental observations, as even the telescopic sunspot observations -one of the longest ongoing experiments -had lasted only roughly 400 years (Vaquero, 2007; Vaquero and Vazquez, 2009; Owens, 2013; Clette et al., 2014; Vaquero et al., 2016) .
Therefore, historical records were also surveyed to obtain relevant astronomical evidence, as the historical records have much longer but less complete and homogeneous coverage of datable observations in terms of supernovae (Clark and Stephenson, 1977; Stephenson and Green, 2002; Enoto, Kisaka, and Shibata, 2018) , comets (Kronk, 1999) , sunspots (Willis, Easterbrook, and Stephenson, 1980; Vaquero and Vazquez, 2009; Willis and Stephenson, 2001) , and aurorae (Silverman, 1998 (Silverman, , 2006 Stephenson, Willis, and Hallinan, 2004; Hayakawa et al., 2016b Hayakawa et al., , 2017b .
It is the record of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (hereafter, ASC) that provided one of the first insights for this discussion. Allen (2012) suggested the celestial sign of a "red crucifix" in the ASC would have been a supernova in 774. Gibbons and Werner (2013) extended the survey of historical documents to add another record from Germany and redate the celestial sign in the ASC to 776.
However, the supernova hypothesis seems unlikely due to the lack of supernova remnants and contemporary observations (Stephenson and Green, 2002; Usoskin et al., 2013) .
Partially based on the existing auroral catalogues (Link, 1962; Yau, Stephenson, and Willis, 1995) , Usoskin et al. (2013, hereafter U13) surveyed further auroral records around 775 and suggested enhanced solar activity around 775, based on the concentration of auroral records around 775, including the celestial sign in 773/774, mentioning its redating to 776 by Swanton (2000) .
Stephenson (2015, hereafter S15) revisited the critical editions of the original historical sources and clarified that their reliability should be carefully considered. S15 concluded that there is one "definite" auroral record in China (see, Stephenson et al., 2019 , for further details), dated on 12
January 776, and one plausible record in the ASC, for which the observational year is in doubt.
Immediately after S15, Neuhäuser and Neuhäuser (2015a, hereafter N15a) made another critical survey based on historical documents, just as done in S15. N15a proposed five criteria for the likeliness of "strong aurora" and suggested that the celestial sign of a "red cross" or "red crucifix" in the ASC was not an auroral display but a halo effect and should be dated in 776 based on its later critical edition (Garmonsway, 1953) . Their follow-up paper (Neuhäuser and Neuhäuser, 2015b, hereafter N15b) revisited the records of the ASC based on its manuscripts and critical editions and carried out further discussions on this topic.
Thus, the physical nature of the celestial sign described in the ASC around 774/775 has been the topic of discussions with different interpretations: supernova (Allen, 2012) , aurora (U13 and S15), and halo (N15a and N15b). Such discussions are important to understand the background solar activity around the cosmic ray event in 775. U13 identified enhanced solar activity around 774/775, based on the auroral candidates including this celestial sign. S15 and Cliver et al. (2014) considered this celestial sign and another Chinese record as aurorae but suggested caution in judging the level of associated solar activity. Independently, Sukhodolov et al. (2017) Therefore, it is important to reconsider the physical nature of this celestial sign to understand the background solar activity around 774/775. The initial difficulty is partially caused by the rather fragmentary nature and limited amount of information on historical records in this period (Silverman, 1992 (Silverman, , 1998 Barnard et al., 2017) . In this sense, it is always important to analyze the given records in comparison with philological results based on the original records, and parallel cases of visual observations in early-modern times, to derive reasonable conclusions, as is also done for the reconstruction of the amplitude of the Maunder Minimum (Zolotova and Ponyavin, 2015; Vaquero et al., 2015) , the reliability of sunspot drawings (Zolotova and Ponyavin, 2015; Usoskin et al., 2015; Carrasco, Álvarez, and Vaquero, 2015; Carrasco, Vaquero, and Gallego, 2018) , the reliability of auroral records at that time (Zolotova and Ponyavin, 2016; Usoskin et al., 2017) , and intensity of magnetic storms in the 19 --20 centuries (Silverman and Cliver, 2001; Cliver and Dietrich, 2013; Silverman, 2008; Hayakawa et al., 2018f) .
The article aims at revisiting the variants of this celestial sign and analyzes them philologically, based on contemporary records and modern philological results, and compares them with early-modern observations and modern knowledge of auroral displays and halo displays. The aim is to provide some insights into the amplitude of solar activity around the cosmic-ray event in 775.
Method
In order to understand the physical nature and the timing of the phenomenon under investigation as far as possible, we first clarify the source documents and original records, based on the latest critical editions of each manuscript. We consider the background to these manuscripts and discuss a possible range of observational sites.
Then, we consider the available records and descriptions to clarify the shape and the observational timing of this celestial sign, as they are important clues to distinguish between the auroral hypothesis and the halo hypothesis. The observational timing is described as "after sunset"
and this wording was literally adopted by U13 and S15 with an auroral hypothesis. On the other hand, this was interpreted as "during sunset" or "during twilight" by N15a and N15b, leading to the halo hypothesis. Here, we consult the dictionaries of Old English and Medieval Latin and compare their contents with the parallel contemporary records. We then reconsider the observational year for which U13 showed 773/774 from an existing catalogue and 776 from the redating of a critical edition, S15 set a caveat on its precise year of occurrence, and N15a and N15b suggested to date it in 776 based on a "two-year shift" in a critical editing (Garmonsway, 1953) .
Based on these philological analyses, we compare this celestial record with modern knowledge and early-modern observations of halo displays and auroral displays. In this context, we reconsider the relevant "likeliness criteria" for auroral candidates recently suggested by N15a, with reference to future scientific discussions upon the reliability of historical auroral candidates.
Understanding Source Documents

Manuscripts and Records
As explained in Swanton (2000, pp. xxi-xxviii) , ASC is a term employed by modern scholars to a composite set of Old English annals recording the events that form the basis of our understanding of the Anglo-Saxon history. The original compilation known as the "common stock" was probably written in the court of King Alfred of the West-Saxons in the early 890s, while it is considered lost.
Copies of this "common stock" were sent to religious houses and later events were added to these copies by various hands at different times with their own interests. So far, seven manuscripts and one fragment are currently known (see Table 1 ). The ASC was partially translated and incorporated to the Latin chronicles such as those by Asser, AEthelweard, Henry of Huntingdon, and John of Worcester. The record for the celestial sign in the 770s (e.g. Figure 1 ) is included in seven of these manuscripts, while MS A²/G/W is a copy of MS A and will not be considered here (Swanton, 2000; N15b) . Transcriptions and translations of the relevant texts are shown in Appendix 1, based on the Collaborative Editions (Bately, 1986; Taylor, 1983; O'Brien O'Keeffe, 2001; Cubbin, 1996; Irvine, 2004; Baker, 2000) and the translation by Swanton (2000) . As shown in Table 1 , five manuscripts (MS A-E) are in Old English and one manuscript (MS F)
is bilingual in Old English and Latin. While N15b also showed their transcriptions and translations, it should be noted that their transcriptions are not consistent with the known letter system of Old English (Marsden, 2004, pp. xxix-xxxiv) . N15b systematically rendered "þ" as "b" and "ð" as "o" from the known transcriptions (Bately, 1986; Taylor, 1983; O'Brien O'Keeffe, 2001; Cubbin, 1996; Irvine, 2004; Baker, 2000 ; Appendix 1). However, the letters "þ (thorn)" and "ð (eth)" are not variants of "b" and "o" but representatives for dental fricative and derived from the runic letter and modified roman letter (e.g. Freeborn, 1998, p.24; Marsden, 2004, p. xxix; Shaw, 2013) .
Note that we use the term "Old English" for the language in Anglo-Saxon England in this paper, while N15a and N15b use the term "Medieval Anglo-Saxon" for this language. The Willey Blackwell
Encyclopedia of Anglo-Saxon England (Lapidge et al., 2014, pp. 350-352) explains that Old English, the language of the Anglo-Saxons, is "sometimes called Anglo-Saxon, though that term is now outmoded".
Observational Area
The observational site of this celestial sign is not described clearly in the ASC. However, considering that the celestial phenomenon was followed by the description of the battle of Otford fought between the two Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, i.e. between the Mercians and the Kentish, as if the two events were related, it would be conservative to consider that the sign was observed in England (see Section 5.1 for the case of another celestial sign in 806). Whitelock (1979, p. 126) Table 2 ). Note that the contemporary courts were moving with the itinerant kings in medieval Western Europe and their locations were not necessarily the same as these centres (Peyer, 1964; Bernhardt, 1993; Roach, 2013) .
Assuming the dipole model of CALS3K.4b (Korte and Constable, 2011) , we compute the location of the magnetic north pole as N86.7° to N86.8° in latitude and E78.9° to E79.2° in longitude from 773 to 777. Calculating the magnetic latitude (MLAT) based on the angular distance of given locations and the magnetic north pole, we compute the MLAT of these sites to be in the range 54° to 52° in MLAT, as shown in Table 2 . 
Understanding the Celestial Sign
Shape
The shape of the celestial sign is described as a "red crucifix" (Allen, 2012; Gibbons and Werner, 2012; N15a; N15b) or a "red cross" (U13; S15; N15a; N15b), while U13 notes another translation as "red sign of Christ" citing Swanton (2000) .
These differences are caused by the variation in the Old English manuscripts and the Medieval Latin translations of the ASC (see Table 1 ). As shown in Appendices 1 and 2, this celestial sign is described as "read Cristes mael/mel (red sign of Christ)" in the Old English variants (MS A -MS F) and translated as "signum dominicae crucis (sign of the Lord's cross)" or "crucis signum (sign of the cross)" in the Medieval Latin variants after the late 10th century (MS F and Chronicle of AEthelweard). In the process of translation, mention of the colour had disappeared and the Lord's sign had been specified as a cross. Twelfth-century sources rendered it differently; John of Worcester (Darlington, McGurk, and Bray, 1995, pp. 210-211) described it in his chronicle as "rubicundi coloris signum in crucis modum (a red sign after the fashion of a cross)", combining the
Old English and previous Latin versions, while in the History of the English (Historia Anglorum;
Greenaway 1996, pp.250-251) by Henry of Huntingdon, it was merely referred to as "rubea signa (red signs)" with the change of number from singular to plural.
From these records arise several possibilities concerning the shape of this celestial sign. Firstly, the term "sign of Christ" does not necessarily denote the "sign of the cross" but also baptism and the stigmata (the wounds Christ suffered on the cross) (Lenker, 2010, p. 263; Bremmer, 2010, pp. 205-214) . Moreover, evidence in philology and archaeology shows that Anglo-Saxons recognized crosses with various shapes as well. The contemporary coins from Anglo-Saxon England show not only a vertical cross but also ΧΡ (chi-rho, ☧), ΤΡ (tau-rho, staurogram), IX (＊) (Bremmer 2010, p. 205), a diagonal cross, and a cross with wedges in angles (see, Figure 2 and Appendix 3; see also, Naismith 2017, Plates 33-38).
Therefore, we respect the original forms of the Old English and Latin terms and translate them literally. Also it is more conservative not to determine the shape of this celestial sign as a vertical cross as done in previous studies but to consider this celestial sign from wider possibilities such as diagonal crosses and Chi-Rho (☧), as in Figure 2 . (2017) is shown at Table 3 (by courtesy of Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge; see also Naismith, 2017) . The identifications (IDs)
in Table 3 are given from left to right in the first row (1-5) and the second row (6-10) in this figure. 
After Sunset or During Sunset
As reviewed previously, the meaning of "after sunset" was one of the main foci of discussions on the physical nature of this celestial sign. On the one hand, U13 and S15 considered "after sunset"
literally as after sunset, while S15 noted "it was not stated that at the time the sky was dark" and suggested the possibility of appearance in the twilight sky.
On the other hand, N15 considered this celestial sign in the ASC as a halo display, because: (1) the timing after sunset usually means twilight, (2) in Old English (and Latin) the word after or aefter (in Latin post) can also mean during (sunset). Accordingly, N15a (p.239) interpreted this event as "a solar halo display at least with horizontal arc and vertical pillar, together apparently looking like a Red Cross during sunset" if it is "during" sunset or "lunar halo display" if it is "after" sunset.
The discussion by N15b seems partially based on their criterion "(iv) Night-time observation (darkness)" in N15a. Here, N15a considered "wordings like after sunset or before sunrise would not necessarily indicate aurorae, but also do not disprove the possibility of an aurora, so that they are considered "neutral" while "If the event clearly happened during civil or nautical twilight, it cannot be concluded that it was an aurora".
It is important to understand precisely the original manuscript, as N15b suggested. However, their interpretation of the preposition "aefter" in Old English and "post" in Latin is slightly puzzling.
We therefore start our analysis with the Latin variants of the Anglo Saxon Chronicle.
While all manuscripts provide Old English text, the bilingual MS F and the Chronicle of AEthelweard 1 provide Latin text (see Appendices 1 --2). As shown in Appendix 1, the MS F (f.
48v.), the Chronicle of AEthelweard (Campbell, 1962, pp. 25-26 ; see Appendix 2), and later Latin works describe the timing of the "red cross" either post solis occubitum, post solis occasum, or post occasum solis. The words occubitum and occasum are singular masculine accusative of the nouns occubitus and occasus with the meaning of a going down, setting (eccl. Lat.) and a falling, going down, setting (of the heavenly bodies), both of which are used with solis to mean sunset (Lewis and Short, 1879 , pp. 1250 --1251 .
It is therefore the meaning of post which determines the timing of this event in relation to sunset.
As we have already mentioned, the Latin word post usually means not "during/around" but "Of time, after, since" or "at a time subsequent to, after; for or in the period subsequent to, since" as given in dictionaries for classic Latin such as Lewis and Short (1879, p.1404) and Glare (1982 Glare ( , p.1412 ).
What we need to consider is the use of post in Medieval Latin, especially in England.
While N15a and N15b state "in Old English (and Latin) the word after or aefter (in Latin post)
can also mean during (sunset)" (N15a, p. 239) and "Both the English after/aefter (Clark Hall 1960) and the Latin post (Niermeyer 1976) had the meaning of both our todays after as well as during/around [sic]" (N15b, p.918) respectively, their interpretation of Latin post is not attested by the dictionary they cite (Niermeyer, 1976 philological results based on Old English do not favour the interpretation "during sunset" but "after sunset". In short, the philological results tell us to interpret aefter sunnan setlgonge/setlgange in Old English or post solis occubitum/occasum in Medieval Latin as "after sunset" literally and not to manipulate them to mean "during sunset". These details are shown in the Appendix 4.1.
During Twilight or Dark Night
While we can define the observational time of this celestial sign as indeed "after" sunset, the variants of the ASC do not tell us much about its further timing, as S15 suggested. What are defined in the dictionaries are the interpretations of both aefter in Old English and post in Latin as after or subsequent to some event or timing. We need to consider if the term after sunset restricts timing to during twilight as speculated in N15a (p. 239) and hence does not satisfy one of their criteria:
"night-time observation (darkness)" (N15a, p. 230).
However, first of all, auroras are reported even "after sunset" when they are bright enough. For example, "Indications of the aurora were noticed here soon after sunset" at Glasgow (N54°41′, W001°13′; 57.8° MLAT) on 4 February 1872 (Bottomley, 1872, p. 326) , when auroras were seen globally (Silverman, 2008; Hayakawa et al., 2018d) .
Moreover, the parallel records in contemporary time may provide some insights on this topic.
The Alfred's Law Code is one of the most extensive legitimate enactments surviving from Anglo-Saxon England, compiled during the reign of King Alfred (871 --899) (Dammery, 1991) . In this code, we find a case where "after sunrise" is used as an opposite to by night, to indicate that these terms mean daytime and night-time, respectively (see Appendix 4.2).
These examples provide counter-examples against the interpretation by N15a (p.239) who restrict the timing of "after sunset" as during twilight and rejected the possibility of an auroral observation. While we do not exclude the possibility that this celestial sign was indeed observed during twilight after sunset, we should not exclude the possibility that it was observed in the dark night after twilight, either. Moreover, "twilight" is generally described as deorcung, glóm, or glómung in the Old English texts (Bosworth and Toller, 1921, p. 202 and p. 481 ).
Year of Observation
Defining the year of observation is subject to difficulty because of the variety of years in the variants of the ASC. U13 showed its year as 773/774, citing Link (1962) , but showed the redating to 776, according to the latest critical edition (Swanton, 2000) . S15 consulted a classic critical edition (Longmans and Roberts, 1858 ) casting a caveat on its dating with variants of 773, 774, and 776 in its versions: "There is clearly some doubt about the precise year of occurrence" (S15, p. 1542). N15a
and N15b consulted a later critical edition (Garmonsway, 1953) and suggested a date in 776, based on a two-year shift in the critical editing. The timing was discussed intensively, partially to determine if this event occurred before or after the anomalous concentration of 14 C in 775.
The reason for the variety in the observational year has been caused by the variants as discussed in S15 and N15b. As shown in Appendices 1 and 2, MS A dated this event as 773 and MSS B to F dated it as 774, whereas the Chronicle of AEthelweard dated it as 772. As suggested in U13 and N15b, the critical editions generally redate this event as 776 as in Garmonsway (1953) cited in N15b, or in Swanton (2000) cited in U13. The critical editions (Swanton, 2000, p. 46; Garmonsway, 1953; Whitelock, 1961, p.30) have noted the chronological dislocation during the interval 754 to 845 and have considered that the records are dated two to three years earlier than in reality.
This is confirmed by the chronology of common events in independent contemporary chronicles such as Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People, Gesta Veterum Northanhymbrorum ("Northern Annals") in Historia Regum, or other continental chronicles (Stubbs, 1868, pp. xc-xcv) .
The multiple examples shown in Stubbs (1868, pp. xci-c) 
Comparison with Parallel Scientific Observations
Halo Hypothesis after Sunset
As clarified above, this celestial sign is not necessarily defined as a vertical red cross, as considered in previous studies (Section 4.1). Moreover, even if we consider the case of a vertical cross for this event, it seems the halo hypothesis by N15a and N15b is not consistent with the descriptions in the ASC.
First of all, philological results tell us that both aefter in Old English and post in Latin do not mean during but after and hence the description of after sunset should be understood literally (Section 4.2). This insight is important when considering the halo hypothesis in N15a and N15b, who interpreted this celestial sign as a "red cross", namely a combination of "the horizontal arc and a vertical pillar of light (either with the Sun during sunset or with the moon after sunset)" (N15b, p.
913), or "a solar halo display at least with horizontal arc and vertical pillar, together apparently looking like a red cross during sunset" (N15a, p. 239).
However, after sunset, the Sun is below the horizon and the horizontal arc cannot be seen, as shown in Figure 3 . Even if the vertical light pillar were seen above the horizon at this time, it would not form a red cross just by itself (see also Minnaert, 1993, pp. 219--223) . Therefore, we reject the solar halo hypothesis by N15a and N15b for this red cross due to the timing of after sunset.
Figure 3: The solar halos before sunset (left: 6° above the horizon) and after sunset (right: 6° below the horizon), generated by HaloSim 3 based on Tape (1994) . This software is available at https://www.atoptics.co.uk/halo/halfeat.htm. The position of the solar disk is shown by the small white dot. The pale blue part and the dark blue parts correspond with the sky above the horizon and the part hidden under horizon. As shown here, the solar halo cannot produce a "red cross" as combination of a "horizontal arc and a vertical pillar of light" (suggested by N15a and N15b) after sunset, as the horizontal arc is below the horizon.
Another possibility suggested by N15a and N15b is the combination of a "horizontal arc and a vertical pillar of light" in the case of the lunar halo. It should be noted that this red cross was reported specifically with a red colour. Minnaert (1993, p. 209) (Minnaert, 1993, p. 133) . Therefore, it seems difficult to expect the red colour for the lunar halo, according to Minnaert (1993) . 
7v), and transcriptions of Annales Sancti Maximi Trevirensis and Annales Laudunenses et S.
Vincentii Mettensis breves in MGH (Pertz, 1841, p. 6; Pertz, 1888 Pertz, , p. 1294 .
Interestingly, while N15b showed a drawing of a cross in MS F on 4 June 806 and mentioned another record of a solar halo, these parallel records show that the Moon or the Sun is explicitly mentioned in the case of solar and lunar halos (see Appendix 5.1). This halo record is even described using the different terminology "rodetacn (cross-sign)" in the Old English version (MS F, f.51r.)
from the other records of a "red cross" in 776. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4 , this halo drawing is not based on the original observation in Anglo-Saxon England but a copy from those in European continental chronicles in mid-9th century (Baker, 2000, pp. xlvi-xlvii, 59 ). Therefore, it is not likely that the records in 776 and 806 are the same phenomenon, while they contain the same term "sign of the cross (signum (dominicae) crucis / crucis signum)" in the Latin version: the former due to the translation from Old English and the latter the translation to Old English (see Appendix 5.2).
In short, we reject the solar halo hypothesis by N15a and N15b based on the philological interpretation of its observational time as "after sunset", as the horizontal arc would have been below the horizon and would not have been visible to the observer at that time.
Auroral Displays like this Celestial Sign
Now that the solar halo hypothesis by N15a and N15b is rejected and the lunar halo hypothesis by
N15a and N15b appears unlikely, the auroral hypothesis (U13 and S15) becomes rather more persuasive again. This is also supported by the fact that "after sunset" is not necessarily confined to the interval just after the sunset, namely during twilight.
Whatever the "red sign of Christ" means, we need to be aware that the Bible was a key reference for natural phenomena observed in Medieval Europe (e.g., Silverman, 1998; U13) and it is possible that the description conformed to religious signs. The form of this celestial sign is even not necessarily confined to be a vertical red cross.
During the early modern extreme space weather event on 1872 February 4 (e.g., Silverman, 2008; Hayakawa et al., 2018d) , an observer at Bodmin (N50°28′, W004°43′; 54.5° MLAT) compared a "magnificent display of aurora between 6 and 8 p.m. (on the 4th)" with "a beautiful
Maltese cross" when he observed a convergence of streamers just below Capella (MMM Editorial, 1872, p. 32) with its altitude calculated 74°21′.
The cross with wedges in angles is reproduced by a corona aurora. Corona auroras are rayed auroras seen around the magnetic zenith (Chamberlain, 1961, pp. 117-118) . Figure 5 shows an auroral display observed by Hall (1872) at Barnstaple (N51°05′, W004°04′; 55.0° MLAT) at 18:55
LT on 4 February 1872, when "Outburst of rays in every part of the sky, all diverging from a point 10° E. of the Pleiades, where the ends of the rays are very distinctly seen to interlace each other for a length of about 4°, producing a great intensity of light" (Hall, 1872, p. 2) .
This structure resembling a combined-cross can be reconstructed by considering auroral emissions along the dipole magnetic field lines at L=2.6~4.6 within the height range 150-800 km.
The longitudinal range of the magnetic field lines drawn is arbitrarily chosen. The location of the dipole axis is based on the GUFM1 magnetic-field model (Jackson et al., 2000) .
Moreover, even the form of cross, TP (tau-rho), or ΧΡ (chi-rho) can be reproduced by a corona aurora, or a combination of a horizontally-extended auroral arc and a vertically-extended ray structure. Lemström (1886, pp.10-11) reported an observation of a corona aurora at Enare (i.e. Inari) on 1871 November 16. It was in a "bizarre form". It represented a "folded red veil in a loop" with its convexity at the zenith as shown in Figure 6 .
This ribbon-like structure resembling TP or XP can be reconstructed by considering auroral emissions along the dipole magnetic field line at L ≈ 6.4 for the two tips, and the dipole magnetic field lines at L ≈ 5.6 --6.1 for the loop. The height range between 100 and 150 km (possibly corresponding to the green emission) is drawn in green, and the range between 150 and 400 km (possibly corresponding to the red emission) is drawn in red. The longitudinal range of the magnetic field lines drawn is again arbitrarily chosen. The geomagnetic pole, at which the dipole axis intersects the surface of the Earth, was located at N78.6° and E292.6°, as determined by the GUFM1 model (Jackson et al., 2000) . The emission around the centre of the auroral corona was probably low due to some reason, which may have shown this auroral display like a loop.
Sometimes, the horizontally-extended auroral arcs and the vertically-extended ray structures can been seen as if they intersect each other. Consequently, it may appear to be a cross-like structure.
One possible configuration is that the tall ray structures are located far from an observer and that the auroral arcs are located in the vicinity of the observer. One of the classes of tall ray structures is a sunlit aurora that can result from resonant scattering by N 2 + in sunlit conditions (Størmer, 1955, pp. 91-92; Hunten, 2003) . The tall ray structures can be seen from the ground in darkness. Another class of the tall ray structures is associated with ohmic heating in field-aligned filaments (Otto et al., 2003) . The observer is assumed to be located in Guildford (N51°12′, W000°36′).
Auroral Displays during Twilight: Insights from Eyewitness Reports
It is also worth considering if we can indeed reject auroral candidates during twilight, as claimed in N15b. Their discussion is probably based on one of the criteria for likeliness of an aurora in N15a (p. 230), which is "night-time observation (darkness)" stating "if the event clearly happened during civil or nautical twilight, we cannot conclude that it was an aurora".
However, early modern auroral reports indicate that auroral displays can be seen after sunset (Bottomley, 1872, p. 326) , or during twilight with the unaided eyes, if they are bright enough. The first example is taken from a great magnetic storm on 1859 August 28, preceding the Carrington storm on 1/2 September 1859 (e.g., Humble, 2006; Nevanlinna, 2008) . During this storm at Beechworth (S36°22′, E146°52′; −45.7° MLAT), it was recorded that "Aug. 29th. Aurora visible for nearly an hour and a half, commencing about 5h 45m P.
M., gradually increasing in beauty and brilliancy of tint until shortly before 7h, when the rays became gradually indistinct, disappearing at about 7h 15m P. M.. During the whole day the telegraph wires were strongly affected" (Loomis, 1861, p. 80) . As shown in Table 4 , this report indicates that an aurora was visible during civil twilight.
The same storm was described as follows: "Aug. 28th, the aurora was visible in the evening twilight especially to N. and N.E." at Gettysburg (N39° 49', W110° 15'; 50.9° MLAT) by the Rev.
M. Jacobs (Loomis, 1860, p. 345) , and "While the evening twilight was yet so strong as to make the phenomenon scarcely discernible, a rosy hue was seen spreading over a space reaching from the northeastern horizon to the north star and thence to my zenith, of uniform breadth throughout, and bounded south by a line through Alpha Lyrae, passing vertically down to the east" at West Point of New York (N41°23′ W73°57′; 52.6° MLAT) by Prof. Alexander Twining (Loomis, 1859, p. 394 ).
On 4 February 1872, the aurora had been already observed since 17:00 LT at Blencowe (N54°41′, W002°51′; 54.7° MLAT), Hartlepool (N54°41′, W001°13′; 54.7° MLAT), and Monach (N57°31′, W007°34′; 57.5° MLAT). These observations are reported as: "At five o'clock a muddy undefined redness made its appearance in the N. E. and W., especially in the former, which continued for some time without any very marked change. Towards half-past six the redness became more concentrated, gradually brightened, and finally became of a most intense brilliancy" at Blencowe (Fawsett, 1872, p. 302), "But still earlier was it observed at Hartlepool, whence a correspondent writes, at 5 o'clock: -'The whole of the southern sky was tinged with a most beautiful rose colour, which, as darkness set in, extended towards the zenith, where it culminated in a brilliant corona'" at Hartlepool (Earwaker, 1872, p. 322) , and "at Monach, the most western island of the Hebrides, and at nearly all the 150 stations which report to the Society, appearing at some places as early as 5 p.m., and continuing visible at others till half-past one in the morning of the 5th" (Buchan, 1872, p. 461) respectively.
During the extreme magnetic storm on 25 October 1870, Fuertes Acevedo, a Spanish physicist at Santander, reported "brilliant skylights toward the north of a reddish violet color" at 17:40 LT before the end of twilight as well (Vaquero et al., 2008, p. 7) . The auroral display was reported at Lisbon. Luiz (1870, p. 129 ) at the Lisbon Observatory described it as "first clear at 17:45 [LT], up to the height of 60°".
Each observation is accompanied by great magnetic disturbances and simultaneous auroral observations and is hence securely considered as a genuine auroral display (Cliver and Dietrich, 2013; Silverman, 2008; Vaquero et al., 2008; Hayakawa et al., 2016a Hayakawa et al., , 2018d . Table 4 shows the calculated timing of sunset and the ends of civil twilight, nautical twilight, and astronomical twilight. We assume the altitude of the solar centre is -0.8° for sunset, allowing about 0.55° for refraction, and 0.25° for the semi-diameter. Likewise, we assume -6° for the end of civil twilight, -12° for the end of nautical twilight, and -18° for the end of astronomical twilight. We do not consider the difference between terrestrial time (TT) and universal time (UT) (ΔT = TT -UT; see Stephenson, 1997) because it is less than 1 minute in the late 19th century (Morrison and Stephenson, 2004; Stephenson, Morrison, and Hohenkerk, 2016) .
The auroral record at Beechworth on 29 August 1859 shows that an aurora was visible throughout the duration of civil twilight, while other observations for this storm do not specify the timing explicitly. Likewise, the onset of auroral observations at Blencowe, Hartlepool, and Monach on 4 February 1872 fell into the interval of civil twilight. The start of auroral observations at Santander and Lisbon on 25 October 1870 fell into the interval of nautical twilight. The visibility of the auroral displays during twilight is also confirmed instrumentally with modern all-sky auroral observations at South Pole Station (90° S) as detailed in Appendix 6 (see Ebihara et al., 2007) . Table 4 : The timing of sunset and ends of CT (civil twilight), NT (nautical twilight), and AT (astronomical twilight). The time shown in this table is all based on local mean time (c.f., Silverman, 1998; Humble, 2006) . These calculated values were cross-checked by the code by Nagasawa (2000) as well.
Another Celestial Sign in the Annales Regni Francorum in 776
The discussions in our paper cast a caveat on the discussions of another celestial sign in 776. N15a
and N15b criticized U13's interpretation of the "manifestation of God's glory" namely "the likeness of two shields red with flame wheeling over the church" in the Annales Regni Francorum as auroral display (here after ARF; Pertz and Kurz, 1895, pp. 44-46; Scholz and Rogers 1972, pp. 53-55) as "Obviously, this happened during the day (as noticed by Gibbons & Werner 2012) , as mentioned explicitly (on a day or quadam die)" and hence this cannot be auroral display due to its sky brightness (N15a, p. 240).
However, when we consult the translation by Scholz and Rogers (1972, p.53) , this term quadam die (derived from quidam dies) is translated not as "during the day" but as "one day", which does not restrict the observational time to either daytime or night-time. Actually, the first word quadam is the singular feminine ablative of quidam, which has the meaning of "a certain/particular", which is combined with time, place, and person without the meaning of "during" (Lewis and Short, 1879, p. 1511; Glare, 1982 Glare, , pp. 1551 Glare, -1552 . The second word die is singular feminine ablative of dies, which certainly means "day", while this word may mean both "the civil day of twenty-four hours" and "A natural day, a day, as opp. to night" (Lewis and Short, 1879, pp. 573-574; c.f. Glare, 1982, p. 539), just like "day" in English. Therefore, we consider the criticism to U13 by N15a and N15b to be illogical, based on the trimming of the meaning of Latin words.
As the record is fragmentary, we refrain from guessing about the interpretation of this celestial sign. However, at least we cannot exclude the possibility of night-time observations, if relying upon the original Latin text. It is not clear whether it was before sunset or after sunset in this case when the Saxons "prepared for battle against the Christians in the castle" (Scholz and Rogers, 1972, p. 53) , as there is a mention to the battles in the night time concerned on the German tribes according to the Byzantine strategic accounts and show us that the time of battle is not necessarily confined to daytime (e.g., Dennis, 1981, pp. 308-311, pp. 338-341, and p. 371; Dennis, 1984, p. 95, p. 107, and p. 119) . In ARF, the celestial sign was described as a manifestation of God's glory, while the shape is hardly a cross. This is consistent with our discussions on the shape of the "sign of Christ", where we find not only a vertical cross but also other forms in contemporary usage in Anglo-Saxon England too.
Solar Activity around the 770s
So far, we have examined the various reports of variants of the celestial sign in the 770s. While the interpretation of this celestial sign has been controversial, we have shown that the original text favours not the halo hypothesis but the auroral hypothesis, by comparison with the observational evidence of parallel records in early modern times.
On the other hand, we consider the time range of this celestial sign, between 25 March 775 and 25 December 777, to be later than the expected input for the anomalous concentration of radiocarbon in 774/775, which is considered as around boreal Summer in 774: July ±1 month in 774 in Büngten et al. (2018) , around early September in 774 in Sukhodolov et al. (2017) , or late spring to early summer in 774 in Uusitalo et al. (2018) . Indeed, U13 (p. 3) did "not directly associate any particular aurora with the 14 C event".
However, the records in the ASC favour "a distinct cluster of aurorae between AD770 and AD776" and "a high solar activity level around AD775" (U13, p. 3), rather than the interpretation of "no aurorae from AD 774 to 785" or a "Schwabe cycle activity minimum" around 774±1 by N15a
(pp. 244-245). Other contemporary auroral reports such as those in 770/771, 771/772, and 773 in the Zūqnīn Chronicle from North Mesopotamia (Harrak, 1999; Hayakawa et al., 2017b) , and 776 in Chinese official histories (Stephenson, 2015; Stephenson et al., 2019 ) support this conclusion.
At the same time, it is not extreme coronal mass ejections (CMEs) but extreme solar energetic particles (SEPs) that are expected to be responsible for the anomalous concentration of radiocarbon in 774/775 (Miyake, Masuda, and Nakamura, 2013; U13; Mekhaldi et al., 2015; Büngten et al., 2018) . The relationship between CMEs and SEPs is not straightforward. Gopalswamy et al. (2012) surveyed the ground level enhancement (GLE) of SEP events and the intensity of CMEs during Solar Cycle 23. As a result of this survey, Gopalswamy et al. (2012) found moderate to poor correlation between GLE intensity and flare size and CME speed in their Figure 6 (see also, Vennerstrom et al. (2016) ). Moreover, even if SEP events were followed by interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs), the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) needs to be southward to generate a great geomagnetic disturbance (Daglis, 2004; Lockwood et al., 2016) . The fast ICME in August 1972 failed to generate a great geomagnetic disturbance due to the northward direction of the IMF, while it had the potential to cause a great magnetic storm comparable to the Carrington event (Tsurutani et al., 2003; Knipp et al., 2018) . In fact, we should note that the Carrington event in 1859
has not shown significant footprint in the isotope data (e.g. Usoskin et al., 2006; Usoskin and Kovaltsov, 2012; McCracken and Beer, 2015) and we need to be careful to conclude that the ICME during the Carrington event was accompanied by SEPs.
Therefore, we stress the enhanced level of solar activity around 774/775, although we do not relate any of the specific auroral reports with the cause of the anomalous concentration of radiocarbon in 774/775. Even if this anomalous concentration is caused by extreme SEP events with a hard spectrum, a geomagnetic storm is not necessarily generated, as the between the GLEs originated by a SEP event and the intensity of the ICME is far from straightforward (Gopalswamy et al., 2012) and ICMEs need the IMF to be southward to generate great geomagnetic storms (Tsurutani et al., 2003; Daglis, 2004; Lockwood et al., 2016) .
Conclusion
In this article, we have examined the reports of the celestial sign in the 770s in variants of the ASC.
We have confirmed that it is described as a red sign of Christ and its shape is not necessarily restricted to be a vertical cross, but can be also represented a diagonal cross, a cross with wedges in angles, or other divine signs such as XP (chi-rho) or TP (tau-rho), based on contemporary images in coins and manuscripts. The observational time of the sign was described literally as after sunset and the philological evidence does not support the interpretation of during sunset in N15a and N15b. The time range is confirmed as around 776, namely between 25 March 775 and 25 December 777, by considering the various possibilities of contemporary calendar systems (Hampson, 1841) .
These philological and iconographic evidences favour not the halo hypothesis but the auroral hypothesis. The solar-halo hypothesis is rejected because of the observational time. Even if we expect the "red sign of Christ" as a vertical cross "at least with horizontal arc and vertical pillar" as in N15a, the horizontal arc of the solar halo is already below the horizon and is not visible after sunset. The lunar halo hypothesis is also unlikely because of its colour.
On the other hand, these descriptions do not contradict an auroral interpretation. The auroral display on 4 February 1872 was described as a "beautiful Maltese cross" at Bodmin. The shapes like crosses, chi-rho, or tau-rho are confirmed in the auroral drawings of the 19th century and have been reconstructed by using an appropriate magnetic field model. Moreover, we have observational evidence of auroral visibility "after sunset" in an early-modern observation in 1872. The eyewitness reports in 19th century and modern instrumental observations confirm that auroras can be visible even during twilight, if they are bright enough. This casts serious doubts on the newly suggested "criteria" for likeliness of an aurora in N15a.
Likewise, we briefly revisited another celestial sign in the Annales Regni Francorum and confirmed that the criticism of N15a against U13 is not valid, if we indeed consult the relevant Latin dictionaries.
Nevertheless, we do not directly relate this celestial observation with the cosmic ray event in 774/775, as the possible time range of this celestial sign is later than the expected onset of the cosmic ray event in the boreal Summer of 774 (e.g. Sukhodolov et al., 2017; Büngten et al., 2018; Uusitalo et al., 2018) . Rather the present report suggests enhanced solar activity around 774/775, together with other historical auroral reports as suggested by U13, unlike N15a who placed a solar minimum around 774. This is in a good agreement with the independent reconstruction from Be data in ice cores, placing the solar maximum around 776 --777 as shown in Figure 1 of Sukhodolov et al. (2017) . Notably, Büngten et al. (2018) consider that this is when the contemporary astronomical interests are enhanced, as well.
Finally, we must stress that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence due to the fragmentary nature of historical records in the 8th century (e.g. Silverman, 1992; S15; Barnard et al., 2017) . Moreover, SEP events are not necessarily followed by great auroral displays, as the relationship between GLEs coming from SEP events and magnetic storms caused by CMEs with southward IMF is far from straightforward (e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2012) . Indeed, further historical researches around 774/775 in comparison with actual observational evidence during the known extreme space weather events would be beneficial to obtain better understanding of the level of the solar activity that far back in time.
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Appendix 6: Modern Instrumental Observations for Auroral Displays during Twilight
The previous eyewitness records are consistent with modern all-sky auroral observations. Figure 8 summarizes all-sky auroral images taken at South Pole Station (S 90°) (Ebihara et al., 2007) Therefore, these images imply that an auroral display is visible even during twilight if its brightness is sufficient. Ebihara et al. (2017) consider the cause of auroral displays with extreme brightness (IBC, class IV) in low to mid magnetic latitudes as being due to the precipitation of high-intensity low-energy electrons. This evidence shows that disproving the possibility of an aurora because of "the timing after sunset usually means twilight" (criterion 1 in N15a) contradicts the observational evidence.
